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Abstract
Considering the unexpected events, such as floods, fires, hurricanes, and even terrorist attacks, this paper discusses an 
integration model of electricity marketing system. The novel system consists of the wireless communication mode, 
computer networks, GPRS satellite positioning system and GIS power distribution system. This model aims at the 
intelligent disaster recovery system and the overall recovery plan for disaster recovery. Moreover, the marketing
information systems are aiming at enhancing the ability to resist disasters and major incidents and reducing the 
disaster which is caused by combat and the loss of accidents. Finally, the paper suggests how this system could 
reduce the adverse effects on electricity customers and the whole society, to ensure that information systems provide
critical business functions in the disaster time after resumption and continuation of operation.
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1. Introduction
With the promotion of the strong smart grid in China, a novel electricity marketing model, including
computer network, wireless communication, global positioning system and GIS distribution system, has 
become an essencial part of the smart grid. The novel electricity marketing can meet customers' various 
needs, and improve the power supply reliability rate. However, this intelligent system is still inevitably 
confronted with unexpected problems, such as floods, fires, hurricanes, terrorist attacks or other disasters.
When unexpected disaster strikes, a large amount of data in this system even has a short time failure and 
is intolerable. Therefore, the establishment of an intelligent disaster recovery system and a comprehensive 
disaster recovery plan plays an important role in protecting the capabilities of power marketing and short-
term recovery of historical data. Also, they can reduce the losses of disasters and major accidents, mitigate 
the adverse effects on electricity customers and the whole society, and ensure the critical business 
functions of information systems recovery and continue to work after a disaster in a time.
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2. A novel electricity marketing model
A novel electricity marketing model covers all major systems of power marketing (See Fig. 1), which 
is customer service system, wireless load monitoring system, GIS distribution system, remote monitoring 
systems (ie. SCADA system), energy metering systems and call center. TBI platform is used in this 
system to implement basic data collection and complete the integration and access for the subsystem. 
Wireless load monitoring system is actually a large-scale remote monitoring system, which monitors 
the power load using wireless communications technology, from a management center to a number of 
remote terminals (RTU). It completes real-time remote load monitoring through the Load Control System, 
and it is an important tool of demand-side response management.
GIS distribution systems accurately position the distribution equipments below 10kV in the region 
through GPS. The data in the distribution system is measured through the load control system and 
SCADA system. Each transformer is installed in a distribution transformer monitor in the distribution 
network, and data can be sent to the master computer by the distribution transformer monitor and saved in 
Oracle database for the calculation. Meanwhile, the power failure or charged state in the GIS distribution 
system can be intuitively reflected through network topology coloring technology. And then the fault 
location can be achieved by thermal arc algorithm. Customers can visually see the fault area and scope, 
and thus have a good arrangement of production and living. A novel electricity marketing model includes 
intelligent customer management module, intelligent power marketing module, smart electricity tariff 
inquiry module, smart electricity tariff payment module, load operation real time viewing module, 
distribution network operation real time viewing module and so on. Power customers can learn real-time 
situation of load and distribution network through the system, such as network fault diagnosis, tariff 
composition, transact business, change for electricity, pay for electricity. Meanwhile, customers in the 
service area can question their own problems, there are professionals in the online answer. This system is 
truly two-way interactive smart marketing system, for the purpose of this system does not suffer huge 
amounts of data loss, and business can recovery in a short time when unpredictable disaster strikes. There
are a number of company's core databases in this system, including Power Marketing Database, Power 
Load Monitor Database, Distribution Database Power and so on. This paper will develop a set of 
intelligent disaster recovery systems and complete disaster Recovery Planning (DRP) to prevent data loss 
and make service capabilities recovery operations in a short time.
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Fig. 1. a novel electricity marketing model
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Fig. 2. architecture diagram of the intelligent disaster recovery system
3. Design of the intelligent disaster recovery system in a novel electricity marketing model
3.1. Intelligent disaster recovery system position 
The novel power marketing system database, not only  stores vast amounts of critical data, but also has 
the functions of electricity charge, distribution network, customer electricity load monitoring, control and 
GPS positioning equipment, information transmission. Intelligent Disaster Recovery System must be 
designed to achieve zero data loss, and has the recovery function and provide business in the shortest time. 
To achieve the above functions, all data will be synchronized between the local and remote database 
update. When the disaster occurs, the backup site can automatically switch immediately based on detect 
failures through the network and afford critical applications [1]. Disaster includes department disaster and 
wide-area disaster. For the purpose of zero data loss in the two disasters, this paper establishes a novel 
intelligent disaster recovery system in the condition of power marketing system mode to achieve local 
disaster recovery and remote disaster recovery.
3.2. The option of disaster recovery mode in the intelligent disaster recovery system
According to different needs, disaster recovery is divided into data-level disaster recovery, system-
level disaster recovery, application-level disaster. The relationship of the three kinds is gradual 
progression: Data-level disaster recovery is the most basic and core to ensure the security of the data; 
System-level Disaster Recovery is a step into the operating system on the application server requests, and 
disaster recovery time can be as short as possible; Application-level proposes the time request based on 
the disaster recovery [10]. Application-level disaster recovery systems should be selected according to the 
requirement of business functions recovery in shortest time, making users not feel the disaster. Traditional 
disaster recovery technology such as tape backup, RAID, only can be achieved within a short distance.
What's more, backup and recovery need a long time
3.3. Constitution of intelligent disaster recovery system
[1]. Network storage technology such as NAS can 
achieve the remote data backup, but requires fiber optic line, and the cost is too expensive [9]. But the 
remote data backup and restore methods which are not Internet-based not only support a variety of 
databases, through the data backup, data recovery, service switch, ensuring data integrity, continuity of 
apps, but also save investment. Therefore, this paper selects the local and remote disaster recovery system 
that is not internet-based.
The novel electricity marketing model does not need special line. Intelligent Disaster Recovery System 
based on internet that is local and remote disaster recovery system consists of Primary Data Center, Local 
Disaster Recovery Center, Remote Disaster Recovery Center (See Fig. 2). Original data center connects 
with the local disaster recovery center through the local stability high-speed network, and the local 
disaster recovery center connects remote disaster recovery center by internet.
Data backup process is: Monitoring the write operation storage of device driver layer on the original 
data center. And then, write operation is submitted simultaneously in the original data center and local 
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disaster recovery center. Finally, relevant information about write operation is sent to remote disaster 
recovery center and replay, in order to achieve the local and remote backup of original data Centre. From 
the functional point of view, the system includes management modules, writing request monitor module, 
network communication modules, massive data cache module, error control module, write playback 
module, disaster recovery module.
• Management Modules
Publish and manage disaster recovery tasks, logging and so on.
• Writing Request Control Module
Obtain the relevant information of write operation for original data center storage device driver layer,
and package related information as a backup item. Replicate the data in both local and remote databases 
simultaneously, to ensure data consistency.
• Network Communication Modules
Send and receive backup items and related information between original data center and local disaster 
recovery centers, local disaster recovery center and remote disaster recovery center.
• Massive Data Cache Modules
Transmission speed for the backup items between original data center and local disaster recovery 
center by the stable high-speed local network is much greater than that between local disaster recovery 
center and remote disaster recovery Center. The cache is from the backup of original data center, forming 
send queue, and be sent to the remote disaster recovery center.
• Error Control Modules
Testing and verifying the backup items from local disaster recovery center to remote disaster recovery 
center are whether complete or correct.
• Write Playback Modules
Analyzing the backup, and replaying write operation of storage device layer in the disaster recovery 
center [8].
• Disaster Recovery Modules
Conduct data recovery between original data center and local disaster recovery center, local disaster 
recovery center and remote disaster recovery center.
The relationship between the modules is shown in Figure 3.
4. The realization of intelligent disaster recovery system
4.1. Modules’ functions
The Intelligent Disaster Recovery System in the novel electricity marketing model realizes the switch 
among database, local disaster recovery centers, remote disaster recovery centers, data real-time 
reconstruction and services by local data monitoring, remote playback, error control, write operation 
playback and the like, obtaining the local and remote disaster recovery based on internet in the absence of 
special lines. Meanwhile, a hash function based on chaotic map is established to implement data error 
control strictly so that the consistency of local and remote data can be achieved.
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Fig. 3. the relationship between modules
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• Management Modules
Publish and manage disaster recovery tasks, logging and so on. Initialize the task before starting 
disaster recovery tasks. Original data have to be sent to the local disaster center and remote disaster 
recovery center, ensuring that backup data of each backup data center is consistent with the original data.
• Writing Request Monitor Module
Changes of the marketing data display in the write operation of storage device driver layer. When the 
marketing data center submits written requests, the monitor module blocks the request. The data, length, 
offset of the write request is sent to local disaster recovery center by high-speed network, and is submit by 
mirror device of the monitoring equipment. At the same time，written request information attached 
control information(control information includes summary value arithmetic, summary value and backup 
item number) is packaged into a backup item, and sent to the  local disaster recovery center for cache. The 
summary value algorithm is MD5 or SHA-1, and denoted by algorithm. Summary value is the calculated 
value from summary value arithmetic and used for error control, denoted by mdsend. Backup item 
number is an incremental long integer, which records the serial number of each backup item for the basis 
choice of optimal recovery source when disaster recovery.
• Network Communication Modules
System receives written playback records from the cache sub-module, and sends the records to remote 
disaster recovery center. Because the system architecture is based on non-line of Internet, strict control of 
data errors is indispensible to realize the consistency of local data and remote data. Hence, the hash
function based on chaotic map is established in this paper to implement strict control of data error so that 
the consistency of local and remote data can be achieved. A case study will be given in the following 
parts.
• Massive Data Cache Modules
Massive data cache module running on the local disaster recovery center. And the backup items sent 
from cache write control module are passed to remote disaster recovery center through the internet. First a 
send queue send list is created, the items that new received into end of the current team, as a send key 
send item, in turn is sent out from the team first. After SUCCESS, send item is destructed and storage 
space is reclaimed. When the retransmission response (RETRANS), the send item should be conveyed 
again. If the connection with the disaster recovery center fails, a temporary queue temp list is immediately 
created, and all sent items in the list is copied into temp list. After that, each backup items that massive 
cache module receives will be entry into the tail of send list and temp list team. The normal send item of 
send list continues to be sent to remote disaster recovery center. When the network connection resumes, 
temp list convey the send item to the remote disaster recovery center. And the temp list is destructed if it 
is empty.
• Error Control Modules
Error control module ensures the correct backup data transmission and the correct playback. Remote 
disaster recovery center submit the backup items to error control module which will analyze it, and get 
effective written information. Hence, the hash function based on chaotic map is established in this paper 
to implement strict control of data error so that the consistency of local and remote data can be achieved.
A case study will be given in the following parts.
• Written Playback Modules
Written playback modules analyze the backup items after error control module test, and submit  the 
information(including data, length  and offset) to the storage device driver of disaster recovery centre for 
replaying written operation. Each disaster recovery center maintains a value backup_ index, after each 
backup item is numbered with the backup key index, backup_ index is updated, which shows the backup 
level of each disaster recovery center to the original data center.
• Disaster Recovery Modules
When system disaster occurs, data recovery module is responsible for data reconstruction. The 
aforementioned data recovery processes show that the restoration of the source is different in different 
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disaster areas. When the data center disaster takes place due to local disaster, local recovery center is the 
recovery source. Local backup data of disaster recovery center is divided into blocks of data as certain 
size[4], and is sent to original data center by high-speed network. The data center is quickly restored. 
Demote disaster recovery centre becomes the restoration of the source when wide-area disaster takes 
place in the original data center and local disaster recovery center. Disaster Recovery module will divide 
RBCrecov backup data into blocks of data on a certain size, and send all the data blocks to the local 
disaster recovery center. Then the local disaster center can resume. Finally, the original data center can be 
restored based on the local disaster recovery center.
4.2. The establishment of the Hash function based on chaotic map
(1) Piecewise linear chaotic map
One dimension piecewise linear chaotic system is described as:
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Where, X∈[0,1], P∈(0,0.5)(See Fig.4). In the Refs. [5,6], {X(t)} is ergodic in [0,1], and the auto-
correlation function of X(t) is δ-like. The Frobenius–Perron operator of invariant density f*(x) in the 
system is stated as follows:
Pr(f*(x))=pf*(xp)+(0.5-p)f*(p+x(0.5-p))+(0.5-p)f*(0.5+(1-x)(0.5-p))+pf*(1-xp) (2)
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Fig. 4. a piecewise linear chaotic map
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Because f*(x)=1, so {X(t)} is uniformly distributed in [0,1]. These all pave the way for the next step.
(2)Description of the algorithm
Secretly chooses X0, H0
1)Translates the pending message to the corresponding ASCII numbers, then maps these ASCII 
numbers into a array C by means of linear transform, which element is a number ∈ [0, 1] and length is 
the character number N of message.
∈ [0, 1] as the solutions. CBC mode is introduced into the algorithm to 
dynamically change the parameter P during iterating on the joint foundation of the last-time iteration 
value and the corresponding different message bit. The 3-unit iterations, 1st–Nth, (N + 1)th–2Nth, (2N + 
1)th–3Nth, ensure that each bit of the final Hash value will be related to all the bits of message. The 
detailed algorithm can be described as follows:
2) The iteration process is as follows:
1st:P1=(C1+H0)/4∈[0,0.5), X1=FP1(X0
2nd~Nth: P
)∈[0,1];
i=(Ci+ Xi-1)/4∈[0,0.5), Xi=FPi(Xi-1
(N+1)th: P
)∈[0,1];
N+1=(CN+XN)/4∈[0,0.5), XN+1=FPN+1(XN
(N+2)th-2Nth: P
)∈[0,1];
i=(C(2N-i+1)+ Xi-1)/4∈[0,0.5), Xi=FPi(Xi-1
(2N+1)th: P
) ∈[0,1];
2N+1=(C1+ H0)/4∈[0,0.5), Xi=FP2N+1 (Xi-1
(2N+2)th-3Nth: P
) ∈[0,1];
i=(C(i-2N)+ Xi-1)/4∈[0,0.5), Xi=FPi(Xi-1
3) Transforms X
)∈[0,1];
N, X2N, X3N
(3) Hash results of messages
to the corresponding binary format, extracts 40, 40, 48bits after the 
decimal point, respectively, and combines them to get a 128-bit final Hash value.
The proposed algorithm is utilized to do Hash simulation under the following six kinds of condition:
Condition 1: The original message is “As a ubiquitous phenomenon in nature, chaos is a kind of 
deterministic random-like process generated by nonlinear dynamic systems. The properties of chaotic 
cryptography includes: sensitivity to tiny changes in initial conditions and parameters, random-like 
behavior, unstable periodic orbits with long periods and desired diffusion and confusion properties, etc. 
Furthermore, benefiting from the deterministic property, the chaotic system is easy to be simulated on the 
computer. Unique merits of chaos bring much promise of application in the information security field”.
Condition 2: Changes the first character A in the original message into B.
Condition 3: Changes the word unstable in the original message into anstable.
Condition 4: Changes the full stop at the end of the original message into comma.
Condition 5: Adds a blank space to the end of the original message.
Condition 6: Changes the secret key X0 = 0.232323 to X0
The corresponding Hash values in hexadecimal format are:
= 0.232325.
Condition 1: 64AF14F9F6A10F6218247D71E4B73C2C
Condition 2: B65812A2AF70B57C38901D9C8A88C62D
Condition 3: E52461DF5D1D93313040D7778F269B6B
Condition 4: 6575ABF7BE7527B75E6F95E55F1A40AE
Condition 5: B641F329EB27D9EE75184D8CA08C0BB0
Condition 6: 8AE38465D60B268062F512C9D58EB170.
The simulation result indicates that the one-way property of the proposed algorithm is so perfect that 
any least difference of the message or key will cause huge changes in the final Hash value.
(4) Statistic analysis of diffusion and confusion
In order to hide message redundancy, Shannon introduced diffusion and confusion. Diffusion means 
spreading out of the influence of a single plaintext bit over many ciphertext bits so as to hide the 
statistical structure of the plaintext. Confusion means the use of transformations that complicate 
dependence of the statistics of ciphertext on the statistics of plaintext. They are two general principles to 
guide the design of practical cipher, including Hash function. For the Hash value in binary format, each 
bit is only 1 or 0. So the ideal diffusion effect should be that any tiny changes in initial conditions lead to 
the 50% changing probability of each bit.
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The diffusion and confusion test is performed as follows:
A paragraph of message is randomly chosen and Hash value is generated; then a bit in the message is 
randomly selected and toggled and a new Hash value is generated. Two Hash values are compared and 
the number of changed bit is counted as Bi. This kind of test is performed N times. 
Obviously, the changed bit number corresponding to 1bit changed message concentrates around the 
ideal changed bit number-64bit. It indicates that the algorithm has very strong capability for diffusion and 
confusion.
Usually, four statistics are defined as follows:
Mean changed bit number:
∑
=
=
N
i
iBN
B
1
1 (3)
Mean changed probability:
%100)128/( ×= BP (4)
∑
=
−
−
=∆
N
i
i BBN
B
1
2)(
1
1 (5)
%100)128/(
1
1
1
2 ×−
−
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=
N
i
i PBN
P (6)
Through the tests with N = 256, 512, 1024, 2048, respectively, the corresponding data are listed in 
Table 1.
Based on the analysis of the data in Table 1, it is concluded that the mean changed bit number B and 
the mean changed probability P are both very close to the ideal value 64 bit and 50%. While DB and DP 
are very little, which indicates the capability for diffusion and confusion is very stable. The statistical 
effect guarantees that attacker absolutely cannot forge or deduce other plaintext–ciphertext pair from 
some known plaintext–ciphertext pairs.
5. Intelligent disaster recovery plan
For the purpose of zero data loss, system's rapid recovery, not requiring dedicated line, remote and 
local disaster recovery system not based on internet are listed as follows:
(1) In case of local disaster
The original data center fails, but the local disaster recovery center is normal. Select the local disaster 
center data to restore the source of the original data center [5, 6]. 
Local disaster recovery center fails, but the original data center is normal. The original data center is 
selected to restore the local source of data and synchronized with remote data center to complete recovery.
(2) In case of wide-area disaster
When both the original data center and local disaster recovery centers fail, local disaster recovery 
centers is  reconstructed based on remote disaster recovery center, and the original data center is restored 
by local disaster recovery.
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Table 1. Number of changed bit Bi
N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 Mean
B 64.4414 63.8008 63.8398 63.8501 63.9830
P(%) 50.34 49.84 49.87 49.88 49.9825
∆B 5.5218 5.7081 5.7078 5.7898 5.6819
∆P(%) 4.31 4.46 4.46 4.52 4.4375
(3) Services Switched
When the original database server suffers catastrophic damage and cannot be restored in a short time, 
in order to ensure uninterrupted power marketing services and achieve the main service equipment 
transfer between applications, the system will switch to the disaster recovery service center [8]. Thus the 
continuity of the power marketing business is ensured. Service switch module consists of three functions: 
failure detection, service activation and forward of the request application. Service switching process is as 
follows: 
Failure detection, service activation and request application forward. Service switching is completed in 
their common role. The service switching process is as follows. 1) The failure detection of management 
control center module detects the main system. 2) If the primary system fails, service switch process will 
begin. 3) Management control center select a database to be activated by the standby server that have 
been synchronized. The standby server then chooses activate database through calling service activation 
module, so that Backup application system can take the place of the main system to provide services. 4) 
After successful activation, management control center informs the client service switch of the new 
primary server IP. 5) For service, application forward module will modify the data that have been sent to 
the new primary original server instead of the original one. 6) Forward completed, the service has 
successfully switched from the primary data center to the appropriate disaster recovery center for disaster. 
When monitoring module fails to detect a server, the service module dynamically switches the firewall 
NAT rules in IP Tables by adding a DNAT rule, and sends original request to the data center disaster 
recovery center in which the backup Server provides services outside. When the original data center 
recovers from failure and data recovery is completed, the service switch module will remove the DNAT 
rule and requests for access to local disaster recovery center is still sent to the local application server. 
Service switching utilizes IP redirection technology to achieve the purpose of the transfer service node.
Changes from the data report are implemented by the NDIS(Network Driver Interface Specification)[4]. 
NDIS intermediate driver is between transport layer driver and network card drivers. The change is made
in the driver level efficiently, intercepting all the packets, and does not affect the upper applications. 
When the original data center server suffers catastrophic damage and cannot be restored or be resumed in 
a short time, the system will switch to the disaster recovery service center server, to ensure uninterrupted 
services and reduce losses. The whole process of switching service is transparent to the user. The client 
can still visit the previous database. Therefore, electricity customer service is enhanced to ensure 
uninterrupted by switching service. So power marketing information system is improved to resist 
disasters and major incidents, and reduce the losses of major incidents.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a new power marketing system model, including wireless communication, computer 
network, GPS satellite positioning systems and GIS distribution network systems, is studied. When the 
unexpected, such as floods, fires, hurricanes, terrorist attacks and other disaster strikes, the applications of 
internet-based system in the local, remote intelligent disaster recovery system and overall recovery 
planning completes disaster recovery system and ongoing business functions. This system can improve 
power marketing information system to withstand disasters and major incidents, reduce the losses caused 
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by disaster and adverse impact, and ensure critical business functions in the event of a disaster time after 
recovery.
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